
DARLINGTON - 2014 

PYRENEAN MOUNTAIN DOG 

 

VD/B (1) 1 Kenyon & Ward Ch Charibere Secret Of Ours At Chezanna Sh.CM. Pleasing expression, 

well set ears, dark eyes, plenty of bone, good top line and rounded rump. Well set tail, carried nicely 

and moved out easily and steadily Looking good for his age.  

 

PD (2) 1 Holmes Lisjovia Slick As A Whistle. Really promising puppy so much to like, loads of room to 

grow to his potential, nicely proportioned and well-constructed, giving a balanced outline. 

Handsome head with lovely dark pigmented expression, well ribbed back, moved out steadily and 

will watch future progress. 2 Mcdowell & Asher Granchester Imoulou. Moulded head with little stop, 

tight eyes and lips. Good reach of neck, good length of leg and nicely proportioned. Generally a very 

happy puppy, a pleasure to judge and move out easily.   

 

JD (1) 1 Mcdowell & Asher Granchester Imoulou.  

 

OD (3,1) 1 Kenyon & Ward Charibere Simply Special At Chezanna JW Sh CM. Lovely boy who shouts 

quality, lovely construction, bone and overall outline. Masculine head, with gentle expression and 

pleasing dark eyes. Good depth of chest, strong quarters, well set and carried tail and moved out 

with drive and ease, looking the part. 2 Bayliss' Ch Shiresoak Wizards Legend JW Sh.CM. This dog just 

shouts strength and power, good substance and bone, strong masculine head, giving pleasing 

expression, well set ears and tight eyes. Strong top line and rounded croup, but would prefer slightly 

more upper thigh, however he moved out powerfully and steadily.   

 

JB (3,2) 1 Holmes' Abstrax Blaze of Glory for Lisjovia (Imp) Lovely puppy very feminine, with plenty of 

room to grow, happy and gently expression. Dark tight eyes, well set ears and defined stop. Would 

prefer slightly extended ribbing, as her top line is soft. Moved out steadily with pleasing tail set and 

carriage.  

 

LB (1) 1 Baylis Gillandant Anastasia At Shiresoak. Attractive girl with gentle eye, well set ears and 

good pigment, giving pleasing expression. This girl had a lot of good points, which emphasise how 

feminine she is, although I would prefer a little more bone, she looked the part and she moved 

easily.  



OB (3,1) 1 Carlin Ch Rosemere Xanthia. This girl is not the biggest, but she oozes feminine qualities. 

Her colouring and gentleness of head features, gives such soft expression. Pleasing overall shape, 

well-constructed throughout and moved out with ease, as her conformation suggest she should. 2 

Mcdowell & Asher Sketrick Maggie May At Grancheste. Slighltly different shape of head, stop well 

defined and muzzle a fractionally long. Portraying a different expression, after saying this she was 

still pretty. Slightly narrow throughout, but feminine outline and level topline, Good quarters, tail 

was carried well and moved out with good length of stride. 

 

Miss B Hewart-Chambers 


